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HMRC introduced IR35 (or the ‘off-
payroll working rules’) in 2000 to tackle
what it calls 'disguised’ employment to
combat tax avoidance.

In simple terms, this occurs when an
individual, who for all intents and
purposes would be an employee of an
end-user "client", who usually operates
through an intermediary rather than an
employment contract to avoid income
taxes and manipulate national insurance
contributions.

Avoidance comes when the so-called
disguised employee takes advantage of
the lower taxation treatment of
corporates compared with the higher
rate for individuals. 

What is  IR35?
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Companies that do not violate IR35 are
known as “outside IR35” and won’t face
any additional fees or penalties. Even if
they’re a one-person business, these
companies operate independently from
their clients and choose when, where
and how they work.

To be outside IR35 means that you are
operating as a genuine business and
therefore operating outside of the IR35
rules. If you are operating outside IR35,
you can pay yourself a salary and remain
responsible for your taxes as usual.

IR35 will have a significant impact on
contractors working through a Personal
Service Company (PSC). It does not
apply to umbrella workers or self-
employed workers or those on agency
payroll. 

HMRC has struggled to create a test
which resolves the question. HMRC’s
“CEST” (Check Employment Status for
Tax) is widely regarded as inadequate
even by its creators, not because it’s
inconsistent, but because it is often
inconclusive.

Who is  outside
IR35?
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As of 6th April 2021, every medium and large business will be responsible
for setting the tax status of its contractors. If this tax status is deemed
incorrect, the company will be responsible for any fees and penalties,
making it very important to get it right.

HMRC can examine the contractor’s tax status at any time. When evaluating
whether someone is inside or outside IR35, HMRC will disregard the written
contract and instead consider the contractor and business’ relationship to
create a ‘notional contract’.

They will consider these 4 key areas:

Supervision and Control: 

How much power does the business have over what, how, when and where
the contractor completes the assignment? The more control, the more
likely the contractor is inside IR35.

Substitution: 

Can someone else complete the assignment or is it contractor and person-
specific? You’re more likely to be inside IR35 if the latter applies.

Mutuality of obligation: 

Is the business obligated to provide work? Must the contractor accept it? If
the answer is yes, then you’re probably operating inside IR35.

Part and Parcel: 

If contractors are embedded in the company structure, this is more likely to
be employment rather than self-employment, and therefore likely inside
IR35

How is  your  status determined?
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Up until April 2021, contractors will continue to be responsible for determining their
status under IR35. However, as of the 6th April 2021 onwards, this responsibility will
move from the contractor to the hirer. The extension of this tax legislation raises
questions that each hirer should answer sooner rather than later, especially if they
don’t want to face potential financial penalties.

The new rules will apply to medium and large-sized private sector clients that meet
two or more of the following conditions: 

You have an annual turnover of more than £10.2 million.
You have a balance sheet total of more than £5.1 million.
You have more than 50 employees.

The client will be responsible for determining whether a role is inside of IR35, and
the employment status of a worker for tax purposes. This must be done every time
they agree on a contract with an agency or worker and must be communicated
through the supply chain using a Status Determination Statement (SDS). 
Reasonable care must be taken by the client when making a determination
otherwise the liability for tax and NIC's will rest with the fee payer 

With the amount of press surrounding the changes to IR35, the reality is the underlying
law will stay the same. 

Changes from the 6th April 2021

What is  Changing?
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A u d i t i n g  y o u r
c o n t r a c t o r
p o p u l a t i o n  

One of the learnings of the public
sector is that they dealt with
contractors far too simply, their
approach was to assess and use a
blanket approach, categorising
independent contractors as inside
IR35. These contractors would then
be placed on PAYE contracts. 

Not only has this led to increased
costs for those organisations but also
highly skilled contractors moving to
the private sector.

Many public sector organisations are
now re-engaging with contractors, who
qualify, outside IR35. obviously, with the
latest changes, contractors will not be
able to switch sector to avoid what they
may see as a prejudicial determination
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Once you have completed the audit
of your contractor population, you
can determine what options are
available to you:

Remain Outside of IR35

There will be a portion of the
contractor population that will be
deemed outside of IR35. You will be
able to mitigate the risk of an
incorrect determination with a good
insurance company. 

Pay as you earn (PAYE).

A contractor can convert to become a
PAYE engaged individual. There is a
significant risk that a contractor will
terminate their assignment if this
happens. Suppose a contractor is
performing a role on 5th April
through a PSC and has been doing so
for several months. On 6th April, the
client reclassifies them as a PAYE
worker inside of IR35. The role is the
same, but the result of the
determination is different. This is a
potential red flag to HMRC that
the contractor’s “self-assessment”
was wrong.

W h a t  a r e  y o u r
o p t i o n s ?

Deemed model

The contractor can remain a
contractor and as a director of their
PSC. If they are deemed inside IR35,
the agency withholds appropriate
taxes. This allows the contractor to
flip between assignments to a
different status.

Umbrella:

The contractor becomes an employee
under a reputable umbrella
company, and the umbrella company
withholds the appropriate taxes, but
also offer PAYE benefits to the
contractors (health, pension, loyalty
schemes etc). This option can help
mitigate IR35.

Statement of Work (SOW) Solution

If a piece of work, can genuinely be
delivered through milestone and
deliverable-based outcomes, then
SOW is a viable solution. Our SOW
Managed Solutions provide
employers with a means to gain
visibility, compliance and cost
control over their services
procurement spend.
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We recommend that: 

1: All original plans, processes and approaches to IR35 be reviewed,
especially considering Covid-19 which may have impacted the
“Control” and “Part & Parcel” aspects of your working practices.

2: Refresher training sessions on IR35 to be held.

3. Re-establish your contractor population (audit) as it will have
changed since the March delay

4. Any “pre-March” determinations completed for remaining
contractor populations be re-completed and shared.

5. Any new contractor population since March 2020 needs to have a
determination completed.

6. Re-familiarise yourself with the determination tool and process. If
you used CEST previously, also review this and ensure it is the right
tool for your organisation to use for determinations on the HMRC site 

7. Ensure your appeals process is in place and ready to receive
appeals.

8. Reinstate your communication processes, frequently asked
questions and internal policies around IR35.

9. Update any of your IR35 timelines, especially with regards to
pay/invoicing dates

What should cl ients  do next?

If you need assistance with any of this, Claremont Consulting has a team of 
IR35 specialists at hand get in contact at IR35@claremontconsulting.com
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We remove the burden of deducting and paying tax, NI
and apprenticeship levy contributions to HMRC due
for Direct contractor engagements.

Free Status Determination and IR35 Insurance Option
for Contractors recruited for you by Claremont
Consulting

Let us look after all your contractor engagements
regardless of source and put in place the processes,
technology and people to give you peace of mind

We create flexible workforce solutions tailored to your
business requirements. Our clients trust us to rapidly
deliver the best contingent talent, create excellent
experiences and guarantee compliant processes. With
only six months till the IR35 deadline, isn't it time your
organisation managed its inconsistencies and silo-
thinking? Have you thought about the wider-picture, and
ask yourselves: "what does my total workforce need to
look like, to get me through IR35?"

Here at Claremont Consulting, we have implemented an
assessment tool that can help you define that picture. At
our core are three solutions that provide a range of
models available, depending on your unique
requirements, to enable total visibility of your whole
workforce, greater insight with cost efficiencies:

Claremont Pay
 

 
Claremont Protect 

Claremont Comply

Contact us at IR35@claremontconsulting.com to sign
up for our free impact assessment tool 

OR
Jump over to www.claremontconsulting.com/ir35-

hub/workforce-solutions/ to find out more 

Workforce Solutions 
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https://www.claremontconsulting.com/ir35-hub/ir35-impact-assessment-tool
https://www.claremontconsulting.com/ir35-hub/ir35-impact-assessment-tool
https://www.claremontconsulting.com/ir35-hub/workforce-solutions
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We are providing our clients and contractors with an
impact assessment tool that can help assess a role,
generate reports and provide results on potential
financial exposure. 

Our testing tool enables workers, agencies and clients
to independently evaluate the IR35 status of their
contracts, based upon their response and IR35 case
law and produce the legally required Status
Determination Statement to be issued by the hirer. Our
impact tool will help contractors decide what their
next move is. 

We are offering all our clients and contractors the free
use of our tool. You will also have access to IR35
experts who can go through your report and offer you a
manual review if at any point you disagree with the
outcome or are deemed borderline.

Fill out your details here:
https://www.claremontconsulting.com/ir35-
hub/ir35-assessment-tool and we will send you a
link to our assessment tool for an immediate
response

What do contractors  do
next?

https://www.claremontconsulting.com/ir35-hub/ir35-impact-assessment-tool


IR35 Actions and t imelines

Nov -  20
Assess your contingent workforce for IR35. You need
to be reviewing your work practices and Re-
familiarise yourself with legislation and technology.
This is the time to identify contractors presenting an
IR35 risk warranting contractual changes 

Dec -  20
Determine your current position. Evaluate impact of
assessment outcomes on business; Calculate
manageable contract rates for affected contractors. 

Jan -  21
Communicate impending changes to contractors. Be
prepared to encounter many contractors who
disagree with their deemed status, and who will seek
to negotiate an increased rate to counter their own
tax hit suffered as a result of being found within IR35

Jan/Feb -  21
Terminate and renegotiate active contracts which
overlap beyond April; Complete early renegotiations
of contracts up for renewal before April. Set back up
appeals process

Mar -  21
Ensure all outstanding invoices for previous
contracts are paid; SDS sound be for to all
contractors considered outside of IR35. 
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Since 2002, Claremont Consulting has
been connecting top professionals to
opportunities within blue-chip
multinationals right through to
innovative disruptor start-ups. 

The quality of a recruitment service
depends on the reach of a consultancy’s
network and the breadth of insights they
can offer. It’s these factors that drive the
quality of Claremont Consulting’s client
relationships.

Claremont Consulting is a provider of
Contingent workforce solutions, we can
fix your on-demand labour, giving you
visibility and control of your workers, in
a compliant and cost effective way.

We provide our customers with the
processes, technology and people to
manage its contingent workforce from
request to fulfilment, timesheet to
consolidation invoicing giving you
instant access to spend, utilisation and
performance data

About Claremont
Consulting 

Find out more about how you can
prepare your business for the upcoming
IR35 legislation. 
Read more on our IR35 hub

Email: IR35@claremontconsulting.com
The White Chapel building
10 Whitechapel High Street 
London, E1 8QS

Connect  with us
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https://www.claremontconsulting.com/ir35-hub
https://twitter.com/claremontrec?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/claremont-consulting
https://www.facebook.com/ClaremontConsultingLtd
https://www.instagram.com/claremontrec_/

